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Allora Single Handle Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet with Soap Dispenser
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Single Handle Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet with Soap Dispenser

The Allora pull-down and
coordinating bar/prep capture a
country sophisticate flavor
Exclusive MagnaTite™ spray head
docking ensures a snug fit of the
wand
Includes matching soap or lotion
dispenser

The Allora pull-down and
coordinating bar/prep capture a
country sophisticate flavor
Allora, designed with the hints of
the watering can inspiration

Allora, designed with the hints of
the watering can inspiration
Pull-down spout swivels 360
degrees for easy access to all
areas
Toggle control makes it easy to
change from aerated stream to
spray

Number of Handles:1
Tall/High-Arc:Yes
Pull-out/Pull-down:Yes
With Side Sprayer:No
Valve Type:DIAMOND(TM)
Seal Valve Flow Rate:2.2 gpm @
60 psi, 8.3 L/min @ 414 kPa
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Exclusive MagnaTite™ spray head
docking ensures a snug fit of the
wand

Hose Length:59" long hose
Holes/Width:2-hole 4? installation

Includes matching soap or lotion
dispenser
Pull-down spout swivels 360
degrees for easy access to all
areas
Toggle control makes it easy to
change from aerated stream to
spray

From the beginning, Delta has sought out
innovative solutions to help people use
water in better ways. These smart
features, found across our offering, are
helping to improve the lives of more and
more people every day.

ADA Compliant

Touch Clean features soft, rubber nubbins
that allow you to easily wipe away calcium
and lime build-up with the touch of a
finger.
A soap/lotion dispenser coordinates with
the look of your kitchen, and loads
conveniently from the top. You won’t
need to keep a bottle of liquid soap or
lotion on your counter.

Some people, and some local codes,
require fixtures that are compliant with the
Product that meet California AB 1953 and
Americans with Disabilities Act. If
Vermont S152 requirements.
someone may visit who has special
needs, or if you believe future buyers
might appreciate this feature, Delta offers Parts List
a range of compliant fixtures.
Owners Manual
DIAMOND™ Seal Technology is Delta’s
revolutionary new water delivery system. Technical Specs
An internal contact surface made up of
tiny diamonds makes the valve leak-free
and extraordinarily durable. It also keeps
water free of contact with potential metal
contaminants.

MagnaTite™ Docking
Delta’s patented MagnaTite docking
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faucet includes a powerful magnet
mounted in the spray head. It helps to
center and pull the wand firmly into place.

Kitchen Faucet Allora Single Handle Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet with Soap Dispenser
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